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Abstract
Nanodiamond exhibits unpaired electrons in magnetization, EPR, NMR and Auger relaxation. Wave functions
and eigenenergies of a bound electron in a nanodiamond crystal have been calculated. It has been proved by
using quantum mechanical analysis that unpaired electrons are self-condition of a nanodiamond as a limited crystal
according to Tamm theory of surface states. The surface electron floating over a nanodiamond gives paramagnetic
response and stabilizes the nanoparticle at small range of size. Possibly the spin of the floating electron can be
used for floating point calculation in future quantum computers on the base of nanodiamond qubits.
Introduction
Nowadays floating electrons in a bulk diamond are discussed as alternative to classical lead in new electronic
devices [1]. Laterally confined electrons above liquid helium have been demonstrated and proposed for
advanced computing applications [2,3]. Floating electrons in a nanodiamond are discussed in this paper. We
are justifying here that nanodiamonds can be used as quantum dots to hold unpaired electrons in qubits.
Experimental evidences of surface states in nanodiamond
Alongside with diamagnetic properties nanodiamonds demonstrate paramagnetic properties [4, 5], which is
unusual for a bulk diamond. The nature of unpaired electron spins resulting in paramagnetism is subject
of great interest because unpaired electrons are not connected with d-or f-paramagnetic ions [5]. 13C NMR
relaxation time underlines evidence of unpaired spins in a nanodiamond [5,6] and gives approximate answer
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about surface localization of unpaired electrons [6]. Purpose of our work is to prove, that unpaired electrons
exhibited in described experiments belong to surface states of a 5nm diamond ball.
Surface localization of electronic density agrees with the PEELS scan of a single nanodiamond [7,8]. This
explains spikes (two oppositely charged layers) which depend on the size of detonation nanodiamonds [9] in
electron emission researches. The g-factor of a unpaired electron in a nanodiamond is 2.0027 [4], which is
closer to free electron (g = 2.0023) than to localized electron on atom (≈ 1) or NV-center. Existence and
formation of NV-centres in a 5nm diamond ball is still not a solved problem [10, 11].
Theory of Tamm surface states
It is assumed, that the potential in crystals is infinite and periodic, so it possesses translation symmetry,
that is generally not true for nanocrystals. There appears always one defect — the surface that led us to
the problem of electrons on the boundary or surface states. Surface states are electronic states at surface
of crystals [12]. They are formed due to transition from solid to vacuum and are found only at atom layers
closest to the surface. Termination of a material with surface leads to a change of electronic band structure.
Surface states were first described by I.E. Tamm for an infinite dielectric crystal [13]. Quantum nature
of this states made them universal and identical on surface of bulk diamond and nanodiamond. I.E. Tamm
has considered diamond surface states by solving the Schro¨edinger equation for the Kronig-Penney potential.
Tamm also predicted that electrons can move laterally on a surface like a free electron with diamond cohesion
energy 0.1eV . But still such floating electrons (surface conductivity of diamond) were not detected in bulk
diamond [12]. Electrons with energy 0.1eV correspond to de Broglie wave with ≈ 4nm wave length. This
similarity of electron wave lengths and sizes of nanodiamods can explain both stability cases of Tamm surface
states and distribution of nanodiamond size.
In the discussion of surface states, one generally distinguishes between Tamm states [13] and Shockley
states [14]. However there is no real physical distinction between these two terms. ”Shockley states” term
is usually used for nearly-free electron approximation for clean and ideal surfaces. ”Tamm states” is mostly
used for tight-binding model. But this is not consistent and Tamm and Shockley states can coexist in the
same system [15].
Analysis of numerical solutions for electronic structure can give us answers to energy, electron localization
in finite crystal and necessary conditions for appearing of surface states. Most important for analysis is to
understand consequences of surface electron localization and effects of topological boundaries. Classical
solid state theory can not to be used for nanodiamond because it is not allowed to introduce cycle boundary
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conditions for Bloch theorem [16] and get a good Brillouin zone for a limited crystal.
Experimental
In this section we describe theoretical approaches and computational methods to calculations floating elec-
trons in nanodiamond for comparison our results with experimental data.
I.E.Tamm has considered diamond surface states by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the Kronig-
Penney potential [13]. An ideal solution for finding surface states in 5nm diamond ball includes the Hamilto-
nian for 10000 moving carbons and 60000 electrons interacting with each other including magnetic moment
(spin) interactions. This many electrons problem is impossible to solve completely.
In view of small overlap between inner shell states, they can be assumed to be essentially the same as
in isolated atoms. Using Born-Oppenheimer approximation nucleus positions are freezed. HOMO electrons
can be imagined of as a ”sea” of valence electrons moving in a crystalline lattice of nanodiamond. The
mechanism looks similar to the theory of normal metals by Abricosov [17], but these electrons can not be
called conduction, floating or ”free” electrons yet, because they interact quite strongly with ions. This strong
bounding has been modelled with a deep potential holes of atoms nuclei.
So, we can look for behaviour of electrons on HOMO in a field of strongly bound electrons (such as
electrons on S orbitals). Although it is impossible to calculate this field exactly, many conclusions can be
drawn from symmetry properties of crystal lattice, in particular its periodicity, which an average field must
possess as well [17]. We therefore begin with analysis of the auxiliary problem of an electron in a periodic
and limited field. We consider an electron moving in an external field characterized by a potential energy
U(r), which is periodic and limited. This less complex calculation in one dimensional periodic potential can
help to estimate Tamm states and interpret physical and chemical properties on a nanodiamond [4–9,18].
Solutions of stationary single-electron Schro¨dinger equation in the framework of nearly-free electron
approximation were made. Standard numerical methods were used [19] to solve and explore solutions.
Software for calculation and visualization were written on Component Pascal language [20,21]. Is is available
at the project web page [22] with detailed explorations of numerical methods.
Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 1 electron density in some quantum states is localized on the surface and on energy
level positioned between HOMO and LUMO (Fig. 2). This agrees with calculations of n-mantane (C60H60)
electron structure calculations [8].
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Figure 1: Wave functions in limited crystal lattice
The wave functions of single electron in the potential of limited lattice with different eigenenergies are
shown in Figure 1. The wave functions represent valence band (red) and conductivity band (blue) for a
1D limited crystal with 30 atoms. This approximately corresponds to the 1D slice of 5nm diamond balls.
Between vacuum and lattice height electronic density (bound collective electrons) is placed. Two electrons
with eigenenergies between valence band and conductivity band localized on the surface between lattice and
vacuum on opposite sides of the 1D crystal. In diamond conductivity band are usually empty and represented
as LUMO (blue) here.
Number of states in valence band with energies including surface states is equal to number of atoms
in lattice. This means that Tamm surface band is HOMO in the nanodiamond molecule, higher than the
valence band (Figure 1) and always occupied with electrons from atoms of carbon (collective electrons of
Tamm).
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Figure 2: Electron energy spectrum in limited crystal lattice
The dependence of energy spectrum of electron in a limited 1D crystal on the lattice constant is presented
in the Figure 2. Red lines are relevant to the electrons localized on the atoms in the crystal and represent
valence band like electrons. The electrons with wave functions concentrated at the boundaries have higher
energies. This level is parallel and separate to the valence band. The total amount of valence states and
Tamm states is equal to the number of atoms in a 1D lattice. Lines above Tamm states present the electrons
which are not localized on atoms but localized in whole crystal. This levels are empty in clear diamonds
structures. Shockley states are separated from that conductivity band if they exist (for example in metals).
The one dimensional solution can be extended for discussing floating electrons in 3D nanocrystal.This can
give few localized floating electrons on the surface which have radial freedom only locked by the radius. These
free electrons are locally limited on the nanodiamond and appear as localized spins in different experiments.
The energy level of a Tamm floating electron is placed approximately in the middle of band gap of a
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nanodiamond. We can associate them with classical energy levels of vacancy in a bulk diamond.
The results and our discussion on them motivates to interpret that vacancy electron, unpaired free elec-
tron, paramagnetic electron in magnetization, free electron in EPR as well as surface states in a nanodiamond
are various aspects (multyface) of a Tamm floating electron. This implicates that nanodiamond is a native
quantum dot and can be the base for a qubit to hold electron.
As a result these surface electrons float easily from one atom to the next, so it is not possible to destinguish
to which atom they belong to, like in the theory of normal metals [17]. This shared nature of the Tamm
electrons is also responsible for the large cohesive energy responsible for protein adhesion of nanodiamonds
and explains their specific magnetic properties.
Surface states could not be interpreted us a dangling bonds, but dangling bonds can be the source of
electrons to share to whole nanoparticle to keep it charge neutral. In this case nanodiamond should be seemed
by chemists like macro-molecule of new substance because the electrons are kept by each of approximately
12000 nucleus and some of them give electrons to float near the surface.
Tamm solution led to the understanding of electronic movement on a bulk single-crystal diamond surface
with energy of the order of diamond cohesion energy with 0.1 eV (800cm−1). This energy corresponds to de
Broglie wave with ≈ 4nm which is equal to the size of thermodynamic stable nanodiamonds.
Thermodynamic stability of nanodiamond proved by fact of their fabrication in explosion method as laser
ablation high purity carbon black [23]. This simple comparison allowed to understand that surface quantum
effects can play a bigger role in nature of nanodiamonds and make an image of de Broglie wave propagating
on the angle degree of freedom inside the nanodiamond subshell wave function of surface Tamm state and
somehow minimize the energy of the particle outline to the stabilizing effect.
Tamm surface states are self-consistent with all inner structure of particle. They form collective excitation
of Tamm elections or quasi-particle. This Tamm quasi-particle has properties which are exhibits in Auger
process, Zeeman transition, NMR relaxation and perhaps is in the cause of stability in 2 to 5nm diamond.
It can be suggested to be possible to use free electrons as spin qubits [24]. Floating electrons on the
nanodiamond surface can be a good alternative to the free electrons on the liquid helium surface. It would
be good to organize spin-dependent optic channels, as classics from single molecule Zeeman, which allows to
measure the statistics of quantum events. It is a necessary condition for formation of a nanodiamond qubits
control system. Better understanding of unpaired electrons nature gives new application of floating electrons
for electronics. In nearest future floating electrons in nanodiamonds can be useful for quantum computing
with floating point.
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Results were presented in the Nano and Giga Challenges 2011, poster #15 [25].
Conclusions
Nanodiamond exhibits unpaired electrons in magnetization, EPR, NMR and Auger relaxation. Wave func-
tions and eigenenergies of a bound electron in a nanodiamond crystal have been calculated. It has been
proved by using quantum mechanical analysis that unpaired electrons are self-condition of a nanodiamond
as a limited crystal according to Tamm theory of surface states. The surface electron floating over a nan-
odiamond gives paramagnetic response and stabilizes the nanoparticle at small range of size. Possibly the
spin of the floating electron can be used for floating point calculation in future quantum computers on the
base of nanodiamond qubits.
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Figures
Figure 1 - Wave functions in limited crystal lattice
Wave functions of a single electron in the potential of a limited lattice with different eigenenergies. Valence
band (red) and conductivity band (blue) for 1D limited crystal with 30 atoms correspond to the 1D slice
of a 5nm diamond ball. Between vacuum and lattice height electronic density (bound collective electrons)
are placed. Two electrons with their eigenenergies between valence band and conductivity band localized in
surface between lattice and vacuum on opposite sides of the 1D crystal. In diamond the conductivity band
is usually empty, represented as LUMO (blue) here.
Figure 2 - Electron spectrum in limited crystal lattice
The dependence of the energy spectrum of electrons in limited 1D crystal from the lattice constant. Red lines
are relevant for electrons localized on atoms in the crystal and present valence band like electrons. Electrons
with wave functions concentrated at boundaries have higher energies. This lies parallel and separate to
valence band. The total amount of valence states and Tamm states is equal to the number of atoms in a
1D lattice. Lines above Tamm states present the electrons which are not localized on atoms but localized in
whole crystal (this levels are empty in clear diamonds structures). Shockley states are separated from that
conductivity band if they exist (for example in metals).
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